
TIPO D4
Automatic CNC punching, 
drilling and shearing line 
for flats

TECH SPECS
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AAUTOMATIC CNC PUNCHING, DRILLING & SHEARING 
LINE FOR FLATS - TIPO D4 TIPO D4

Flat size [min. inch] 2” x 1/4”

Flat size [max. inch] 20” x 1”

Punching tools [no.] 4

Punching force [US tons] 121

Punching diameter [max. inch] 1-3/4”

Drilling heads [no.] 1

Drilling tools per head [no.] 4

Drilling diameter [max. inch] 1-9/16”

Spindle speed [max. RPM] 3,500

Spindle power [HP] 15 

Shearing force [US tons] 242 

Please review FICEP’s terms and conditions of sale and system specifications that are in our formal proposal. The manufacturer reserves the right to change specifications and features from those indicated in this brochure. Current specifications 
and features are part of the formal quotation. The capabilities stated are subject to the ASTM A6/A6M A standard as it relates to mill tolerances for straightness, thickness and surface conditions. 

121 US ton punching unit is provided with 4 punching stations that are 
automatically selected by the CNC program.
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Pegaso is the latest generation 
CNC for FICEP lines where the PC, 
CNC and PLC are all integrated into 
a single circuit board for maximum 
reliability. Pegaso is based upon a 
field bus technology using CanBus 
and EtherCAT for controlling up to 
32 separate CNC axes.

TIPO D4 
Automatic CNC punching, drilling and shearing line for flats

CNC controlled programmable shear rotation 
from +/- 45°. With an optional rotating base it is 
possible to obtain +/- 60° mitered cuts.

Structural steel fabrication requires a diverse number of detail plates designed for connections, 
stiffeners, end plates, cap plates and more. These construction components vary greatly in 
thickness, width and profile.  The Tipo D4 can be configured with a 38-position programmable 
marking unit for part identification and a drill spindle with full scribing capability for part 
identification and layout marking to facilitate layout and fitting. 

Tipo D4 base system has punching capability with 4 punch stations each with 121 US tons 
of force. This is combined with a 242 US tons rotating shear unit for processing 20” wide 
by 1” thick plates. The infeed conveyor includes a CNC controlled rack and pinion material 
positioning carriage to accurately locate the stock length material to the programmed location. 

Hydraulically operated horizontal and vertical clamps secure the material prior to all 
programmed functions. 

The Tipo D4 can be configured, as an option, to process angles in addition to flats. The angle 
processing option includes the addition of a second shear and punch station.

Optional shear for angle processing up to 8” x 
8” x 5/8”. Both shears are positioned on linear 
guides and are automatically selected by the 
CNC program.

Optional drilling unit. With special tools the same 
drill spindle can perform scribing operations for 
layout and marking.

Optional 8.8 US ton marking unit with 38 characters 
for CNC controlled part marking.
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